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Chapter 1171: "Spirit Tamer Department" 

All the things the audience mentioned before were possible because Ainsley created a whole new guild 

that depended on her enlightenment and not waiting for other people with power to come. 

It was the guild members who begged the guild to enlighten them, which means the guild members had 

to follow the guild rules tightly. 

The other ability users and members of the big guilds who heard these people's experiences 

immediately became extremely jealous. 

[Your guild is so good, ah! Your guild founder and guild leader is so kind!] 

[This looks like a super nice guild.] 

[I used to think that the charm ability users are the most unlucky and miserable people among ability 

users...] 

[Now, I'm jealous of them and hate the fact that I'm not as 'unlucky' as them!] 

[The status of a tamer is always high, and the irregular tamer has the potential to tame anything that 

they can charm.] 

[Yes. This guild will grow to be a terrifying guild. No wonder the other big guilds desperately wanted to 

hinder this guild's development.] 

The audience kept discussing things related to Ainsley and her guild, completely forgetting the challenge 

that was still ongoing. 

At this moment, everyone already knew that Ainsley would be the winner. 

Those who watched Keane's live broadcast had already decided the end result. 

[Keane is also seriously injured and he can barely keep the spirits he had caught before.] 

[He is now running away from the cave and trying to go back to the cave's entrance.] 

[I see that he only has around eight to ten spirits. Two of them are his own spirits.] 

[From quantity to quality, he had already lost to Ainsley.] 

Indeed. After Keane successfully escaped the spirits' pursuit and returned to the surface, he immediately 

saw Ainsley's spirit army. 

Looking at the number alone, he was already defeated. Not to mention the quality of these spirits was 

far better than his spirits. 

Keane couldn't even cry or feel resentful. He could only sit on a nearby chair, panting for air. 

He was already so grateful he could keep his life. Who would care about this silly challenge? 

At least, he had performed the best so that the guild master could notice his talent. 



Although Ainsley was a dozen times better...she certainly wouldn't join the Shaman Guild. Then, the 

guild master wouldn't look at Ainsley, right? 

Keane did use some tricks but he was definitely talented to be able to escape the spirits' pursuit when 

he only had a handful of spirits with him. 

This fact alone proved that Keane was worthy of his title as the young genius from the Shaman Guild. 

Even senior shamans a few years older than him might not come out of the cave alive when they 

entered alone with only their spirits. 

The challenge ended with an obvious result, but since the challengers were all wounded and tired, the 

staff hastily ended the challenge. 

The two challengers didn't bother to look at each other and just went to rest, too tired to argue or speak 

to each other. 

Of course, when Keane saw a bull cub with Ainsley's iconic purple bob, he almost slipped and fell. 

Did Ainsley turn into a bull's cub?? Is that the spirit's curse or something? 

After all, Ain doesn't have a transformation ability! 

Keane didn't know about Ainsley's special physique, but since he had shown others his special physique 

as a shaman, he didn't care about these little thoughts anymore. 

Just like that, half of Ainsley's spirit army returned to the cave while the other half entered the baby's 

dimensional bracelet. 

At the same time, Ainsley, who had returned to the guild to rest, immediately summoned Aaron, the 

person she appointed as the Gasha Country's guild leader. 

The baby was still in her bull form and couldn't speak human words, but she could type with her small 

hooves. 

The baby quickly explained her plan to Aaron. Long story short, she wanted to establish a spirit tamer 

department in the Irregular Tamer Guild. 

[If you find anyone with a talent to charm spirits, please move them to this department and start to 

hone their ability.] 

[They can focus on taming spirits rather than monsters or beasts. This will be a whole new occupation 

that might shake the whole country.] 

Aaron read Ainsley's words on the laptop's screen, and the boy's whole body almost ascended. 

"A spirit tamer!" 

He had heard of this spirit tamer thing when he watched Ainsley's live broadcast, but he didn't expect 

Ainsley to really want to implement it. 

[The tamers won't necessarily be able to see spirits because not all of them are shamans. But we can 

cooperate with shamans to subdue spirits not using force but using charm instead.] 



Ainsley knew it was hard for shamans in this country to please spirits like those in Godlif Country. 

But they could start to change the vicious cycle by relying on the spirit tamer. 

Since Ainsley knew that the Shaman Guild master in this country had a relationship with her through 

Jake, she completely abandoned the thought of destroying the Shaman Guild. 

Then, it should be better to cooperate. 

[I think we can't always oppose the local guilds here. If we can, we should cooperate with the monster 

tamer and hire them to protect our guild when our tamers go to tame monsters.] 

Monster tamers could only tame monsters for themselves, and even with a temporary contract, they 

couldn't make the monsters willing to contract a non-tamer. 

That's why monster tamers were usually sent to be bodyguards for those who wanted to get in contact 

with wild monsters or beasts. 

Now that there was a guild who could tame monsters for others…how could they not feel jealous and 

threatened? 

 


